
 

The Second Phase of NMAT Admission Process 
 

The second stage of MBA selection Process includes an on-line Written Analytical Test (WAT) & Personal Interview (PI). We 

will use Zoom platform to conduct the on-line process and you will write WAT in a Google Form.  

No rescheduling requests will be entertained. 

 

WAT & PI Process 

1. On the day of your scheduled WAT & PI session, you will receive a Zoom meeting link from *****@****.nmims.edu.  You will be 
in waiting room and will be admitted after checking your photo Identity proof and NMAT by GMAC ID. 

2. One of the faculty members from NMIMS will brief you about the WAT & PI process and salient features of MBA from NMIMS 

University. 

3. After briefing, if time permits, you may ask questions related to WAT & PI process or studies at NMIMS University. 

4. Shortly after that you will receive a Zoom meeting link from *****@****.nmims.edu for WAT from the panel which shall conduct 
your WAT using a Google form.  Please log into that meeting and wait till you are admitted in the meeting.  The panel will check 

your photo Identity proof and NMAT by GMAC ID. 

5. You must keep video and audio on all the time.  You will be able to see the panel in the meeting.  This panel will proctor WAT 
while you are writing WAT in the Google form.   

6. One of the panel members will share the link of Google form using the Chat facility of the Zoom meeting. 

7. You must submit your Google form as soon as the panel announces that time is up. One candidate can submit the form only 
once.  Your write-up will be checked for plagiarism. 

8. Within a few minutes of your WAT, you will receive a different Zoom meeting link from *****@****.nmims.edu for PI from the panel 
which shall conduct your PI.  You will stay in the waiting room until admitted by the panel.  This panel will be different from the 

one which took your WAT.  The panel will check your photo Identity proof and NMAT by GMAC ID before starting PI. 

9. This panel will also evaluate your work experience. 

10. Full WAT and PI session will be recorded.  Any unfair means used by a candidate at any stage will disqualify him/her 

11. In the event of a network dysfunctionality, please follow the panel’s suggestion. 

12. The whole WAT and PI process will take 4 to 41/2 hours.   

 

 
Instructions for WAT & PI 

1. Keep your photo Identity proof and NMAT by GMAC ID with you. 

2. You should dress in formals. 

3. You should sit in an illuminated place having minimum background noise. Your ears should be visible and not covered by 
hair or any device. 

4. Video and audio of your PC/ Laptop should be on. 

5. Please ensure that you have a good network connectivity. Responsibility of a good network connectivity rests with you.  
6. No separate reminders will be sent. 
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